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FOREWORD
I feel honored in writing these few words about “NAVAMSA JYOTHISHAM”. by Shri.Akella
Krishna Murthy K.P.Jyotishya Siromani, Vasthu Siromani, Sankhya Sastra Siromani.
Shri Akella Krishna Murthy’s writings reflect his enthusiasm in the oriental languages, like
Sanskrit, Telugu etc., and his decades of experience in the field of astrology. His choice of
bringing to light the original principles of astrology, particularly in Telugu, with illustrations is
highly illustrious.
Shri Akella Krishna Murthy authoring on ‘Navamsa chart’ is highly needful in the present
context of connecting the missing links in the study of varga charts- either to supplement the rasi
chart or for independent usage of the same.
Navamsa as a miniature of natural zodiac used to fine tune the assessment of planets.
Satyacharya and Tajaka system used, earlier, varga charts to measure the strength of planets.
Parasara has, long back, provided key-hole view of the use of independent varga charts e.g.,
navamsa for spouse etc. Eminent authors, since then, applied general principles of prediction to
varga charts to explore life events and are also used to prove the parameters of prediction.
However, - the age old practices, - the conscious or otherwise diversions/ deviations to different
systems, - the lack of consensus approach in the use of varga charts have developed attractive
gaps in the predictive part.
Serious students of astrology are baffled, as to why the varga charts cannot be used
independently for precise predictions with available abundant and age-old literature. Study of
varga charts, independently, also helps to reveal accurate results in the growing intricacies of
human life events in the present global context. Shri.Krishnaurthy’s book is very much needed
in this context.
Shri.Krishna Murthy has exclusively dealt with navamsa in this book. While narrating the
importance of navamsa has covered many items that can be known from this varga. His
selection of all topics in the book like the gochara results, chandra navamsa, pushkaramsa,
ashtaka varga etc., are highly knowledgeable.
His efforts are remarkable in codifying and vividly explaining the sayings from a number of
well known books like Jataka Parijatham, Devakeraleeyam, Phaladeepika Prasna Marga etc.,
and the less known but latent books like Lagna chandrika, Jatakarajam Navaratna, Hora
Navarathnam, Chandrakalanidhi etc.,
His approach in, readily, explaining the technical terms is highly useful for all readers.
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I wish that all readers make the best use of this book in recollecting, reviving, specializing and
spreading the techniques of study of navamsa varga chart.
I pray, Almighty, to bestow all energies on Shri Akella Krishna Murthy and his family members
to cherish his abundant desire in authoring on many more variety of topics in Astrology.
C.Sambasiva Rao
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